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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Cell membranes form the critical interface between a cell and its environment. Significant changes in response to environmental conditions are expected to take place through the proteins situated within these membranes. Membrane protein-associated changes may occur in the form of abundance level, protein--protein interactions, post-translational modifications and even mutations. To understand some of the earliest and perhaps most critical responses to stress, characterization of these changes on a molecular level is needed.

Numerous challenges arise when preparing membrane proteins in forms suitable for proteomics studies.^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ The preparation of stable, intact membrane protein complexes, in which native structures and protein--protein interactions have been preserved, poses a unique purification challenge largely due to the requirement for detergent solubilization.^[@ref4]^ It is widely recognized that membrane protein complex stability is sensitive to the method of solubilization and isolation and that the use of an unsuitable detergent or detergent-to-protein ratio, for example, can lead to the disruption of complexes or even the association of proteins into biologically irrelevant aggregates. Given the significant biochemical challenges, relatively few studies focusing on the membrane protein proteome of a target organism have been conducted. Studies of membrane protein complexes requiring the preservation of native-state interactions pose even greater difficulties. Significant progress in this area however has been reported by groups using native gel methods to preserve complexes prior to separation by SDS-PAGE.^[@ref5]−[@ref8]^ Even finer control of the process has been gained through the coupling of chromatography with native gel methods facilitating the identification of 44 inner and outer membrane protein complexes from *Helicobacter pylori*([@ref9]) and 30 complexes of the *Escherichia coli* inner and outer membrane.^[@ref10]^

In parallel with the aforementioned efforts, we have employed a "tagless" methodology to isolate, under conditions intended to maximize the probability of preserving native interactions, endogenously expressed membrane protein complexes for subsequent identification and characterization. This workflow involves successive mild but effective detergent solubilization optimized for specific membrane types, liquid chromatography, and both native and denaturing gel electrophoresis. Membrane proteins isolated through this process are subjected to in-gel digestion and identification by mass spectrometry (MS). In contrast to strategies employing affinity tags for the targeted purification of selected proteins, use of this "tagless" strategy is aimed at obtaining proteome-wide views of a target organism's membrane protein complexes.

As an initial subject for our studies we examined the membrane protein complexes present in the outer membrane of the bacterium, *Desulfovibrio vulgaris*. *D. vulgaris* (strain Hildenborough) is a Gram-negative sulfate-reducing bacterium recognized for its ability to reduce heavy metals and survive in physiologically demanding conditions.^[@ref11]−[@ref13]^ Application of this microbe as a key component of large-scale bioremediation strategies appears promising.^[@ref14]^ The *D. vulgaris* genome^[@ref15]^ has been recently revised and found to contain 3403 protein-coding genes distributed across one genomic chromosome and one large plasmid.^[@ref16]^ The cataloging and characterization of protein complexes from this organism, grown under standard and stressed conditions, will provide data critical for modeling stress responses in *D. vulgaris* relevant to the efficient detoxification of heavy metal and radionuclide contaminated sites.

Here we report the results from our studies of *D. vulgaris*outer membrane preparations, derived from cultures grown to late exponential phase under standard conditions. MS analysis of proteins isolated through this workflow resulted in the identification of 296 proteins; of these, 70 are proposed to be outer membrane associated. We found that the bulk of highly stable *D. vulgaris* outer membrane protein complexes appear to be homomeric. To identify additional and potentially weaker interactions, statistical and machine learning-based methods were used. This analysis revealed a range of heteromeric protein--protein interactions taking place between proteins from different cellular compartments that included a number of homomeric complexes. These results are depicted here in interaction network format. The complex subunit identifications obtained from *D. vulgaris* cultures prepared under standard growth conditions have established a baseline outer membrane protein complex data set for this organism. As the processing methodology described here can be applied to cultures prepared under a range of growth conditions, in addition to providing a catalog of *D. vulgaris* outer membrane protein complexes, these data will serve as an essential reference for the detection and characterization of changes in the membrane protein complexes of cultures subjected to different environmental stressors. The results presented demonstrate the potential of this approach for managing the challenging task of globally processing and characterizing the membrane protein complexes of target organisms.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Cell Growth {#sec2.1}
-----------

*D. vulgaris* Hildenborough (ATCC 29579) was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). For this study five *D. vulgaris* culture sets were grown in defined lactate sulfate medium (LS4D medium) at 30 °C^[@ref17]^ and independently processed. LS4D medium consisted of 60 mM sodium lactate, 50 mM Na~2~SO~4~, 8.0 mM MgCl~2~, 20 mM NH~4~Cl, 2.2 mM K~2~HPO~4~, 0.6 mM CaCl~2~, 30 mM PIPES \[piperazine-N, N-bis (2-ethanesulfonic acid)\], 12.5 mL of a trace mineral solution per liter, NaOH (to adjust the pH to 7.2), and 1.0 mL of a 10× vitamin solution per liter that was added after autoclaving.^[@ref18]^ The reductant used for LS4D medium was 5 mL per liter of an anaerobic titanium citrate solution. This solution contained 20% (wt/vol) titanium(III) chloride, 0.2 M sodium citrate, and 8.0% (wt/vol) Na~2~CO~3~. Cell growth was monitored using the optical density at 600 nm (OD600). Samples were harvested at the late exponential phase (OD600, ∼0.6) and stored at −80 °C.

Cell Membrane Isolation {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

To reduce the presence of iron sulfide present as a consequence of growth in LS4D media cells were washed in cell wash buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 2 mM NaN~3~, 100 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 125 mM sucrose) prior to lysis. *D. vulgaris* cell pellets were resuspended in cell wash buffer and gently stirred at 4 °C until a uniform suspension was obtained. A broad-spectrum protease inhibitor (Complete, Roche) was added to the wash and lysis buffers. The suspension was transferred to 500 mL centrifuge bottles and spun at 10 000× *g* for 10 min. Washed cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 100 mM KCl, 12.5 mM MgCl~2~, 0.1 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol) and processed through a gas-driven cell disruptor (EmulsiFlex-C5, Avestin) three times to break the cells open. To enhance the preservation of membrane protein complexes the cell disruptor was chilled with ice. The broken cell suspension was spun at low speed (10 000× *g* for 10 min) to remove unbroken cells; the supernatant from this step was spun at high speed (100 000× *g*, 1 h, 4 °C) to isolate membranes. To reduce the presence of high abundance soluble proteins, the membrane pellet was resuspended and washed several times in membrane wash buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 2 mM NaN~3~, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 0.1 mM EDTA). After each wash, membranes were pelleted by high speed centrifugation (100 000× *g*, 1 h, 4 °C). Membranes were either used immediately or quick-frozen and stored at −80 °C.

Membrane Solubilization {#sec2.3}
-----------------------

The proteins of *D. vulgaris* cell membranes were extracted in a two-step process, generally based on the protocol of Baldermann et al.,^[@ref19]^ which targets solubilization of predominantly inner membrane proteins in the initial step and proteins of the outer membrane in the second. The cell membranes obtained from five separately prepared late exponential phase cultures were processed in this manner for our study. Four of the five experiments utilized the detergents C~12~E~9~ and octyl glucoside (OG) for solubilization of the inner and outer membranes respectively, while in one experiment the inner membrane was solubilized with Triton X-100 and the outer membrane with octyl POE (OP). Specifically, to extract proteins of the inner membrane, washed membranes were placed into a hand homogenizer along with solubilization buffer (20 mM HEPES pH7.4, 2 mM NaN~3~, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl~2~ and 0.2 mg/mL lysozyme) containing 0.1% C~12~E~9~ or 1% Triton X-100 and solubilized on ice for 1 h. Samples were adjusted to obtain a final detergent-to-protein ratio of 1:1 while maintaining a protein concentration of 10 mg/mL. After solubilization, the detergent concentration was lowered to half the initial level by slow dilution with solubilization buffer only, and the sample centrifuged (100 000× *g* for 1.5 h at 4 °C) to pellet unsolubilized membranes enriched in outer membrane proteins. Outer membrane pellets were processed in solubilization buffer containing a more aggressive detergent, either OG or OP, to extract proteins of the outer membrane. These membranes were placed into a hand homogenizer along with solubilization buffer containing 2% OP or 3% OG and solubilized on ice for 1 h. After solubilization, the detergent concentration was lowered by dilution with solubilization buffer (2× or 4× depending on the detergent used) and the sample centrifuged (100 000× *g* for 1.5 h at 4 °C). Isolated protein complexes were not frozen. The solubilized proteins of the outer membrane were then subjected to ion exchange chromatography.

Ion Exchange Chromatography {#sec2.4}
---------------------------

Dependent on the amount of cell membrane processed, a 2--10 mL bed of anion exchange media (Q Sepharose HP; GE Healthcare) was equilibrated in buffer A (20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 2 mM NaN~3~) containing 2--3× the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of the solubilizing detergent. Detergent-solubilized samples were loaded onto the column and the column was washed to remove nonspecifically bound material using buffer A. Bound proteins were step eluted (with buffer A containing 1 M NaCl) in 50 mM increments over a range of 50--400 mM NaCl followed by a final step of 1 M NaCl. Eluate was collected in 2 or 8 mL fractions.

Molecular Sieve Chromatography {#sec2.5}
------------------------------

Molecular sieve chromatography was used to characterize and compare the properties of proteins solubilized in different detergents. Prior to molecular sieve chromatography, ion exchange (IEX) peak fractions were concentrated from 2 to 10-fold using a centrifugal filter device (Amicon Ultra, Millipore); 200 μL samples were injected into a Superdex 200 16/300 column (GE Healthcare) which had been equilibrated with running buffer B (20 mM HEPES pH7.4, 2 mM NaN~3~, 100 mM NaCl) containing 2--3× CMC of the solubilizing detergent. Eluate was collected in 0.25 mL fractions.

Blue Native and SDS Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis {#sec2.6}
------------------------------------------------------

Blue native PAGE of the IEX and molecular sieve chromatography fractions was performed based on the protocol of Schägger et al.^[@ref20]^ with modifications. Briefly, 45 μL outer membrane preparation samples were mixed with 5 μL of glycerol and 3--4 μL of a stock of 5.0% Coomassie G-250 in 1 M aminocaproic acid. Precast acrylamide gels (4--12% Bis-Tris, 1.0 mm, Invitrogen) were equilibrated in a cathode buffer (50 mM Bis-Tris, pH 7.0) containing 0.05% dodecyl maltoside (DDM) and using an anode buffer of 20 mM Bis-Tris and 30 mM Tricine, pH 7.0. When running the gel with samples loaded, the cathode buffer was replaced with a solution containing 50 mM Bis-Tris, pH 7.0, 0.02% Coomassie G-250 and 0.05% DDM. The gels were run overnight at 70 V and 4 °C. Whole lanes containing multiple protein bands were cut from the native gels, 6 cm in length and 0.5 cm in width, and placed length-wise across the tops of gels containing one wide sample well in addition to the standards well (4--12% Bis-Tris, 1.5 mm, 2D, Invitrogen) for SDS-PAGE. Native gel lanes were incubated in Laemmli sample buffer (Sigma) for 20 min prior to running the SDS-PAGE gels with MOPS running buffer (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's directions.

Preparation of Gel-based Samples for Mass Spectrometry {#sec2.7}
------------------------------------------------------

Second dimension SDS-PAGE gels were scanned for record keeping and visible spots were assigned an identification number. Visible gel spots were excised manually, transferred to 96-well digester plates (Digilab, Inc.) and stored at −20 °C until digestion. Gel pieces were subjected to an automated digestion using a ProGest robot (Digilab, Inc.). Briefly, the gel pieces were stripped of Coomassie blue stain and dehydrated with acetonitrile, the proteins were reduced with 10 mM DTT (60 °C, 30 min), and the reduced cysteine residues were then alkylated with 100 mM iodoacetamide (37 °C, 45 min). Prior to enzymatic digestion excess reagents were removed and the gel pieces were washed twice with 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate, dehydrated, and incubated with 250 ng sequencing grade trypsin (37 °C for 4 h). The resulting tryptic peptides were extracted from the gel with 10% formic acid.^[@ref21]^

Mass Spectrometry and Protein Identification in the Protein Complex Workflow {#sec2.8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Digested samples were analyzed by MS using either LC--MALDI-MS/MS (AB Sciex 4800 MALDI-TOF/TOF) or LC--ESI--MS/MS (Thermo LTQ-XL) platforms. For further details see Supplementary Methods ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

The resulting data were searched against a custom *D. vulgaris* (Hildenborough) protein database (containing common contaminants) using ProteinPilot 3.0 (version 114732, AB Sciex). In the case of MALDI data t2d files were submitted directly to the search engine, for LTQ data the raw files were first converted to mgf files using Mascot Daemon software (Matrix Science) prior to their submission to ProteinPilot.

Proteomics Survey of Outer Membrane Proteins {#sec2.9}
--------------------------------------------

Fourteen IEX fractions representing the first step of the tagless workflow for the outer membrane protein complex fractionation were analyzed in parallel by two approaches: gel LC--MS and 2D LC--MS. For the gel LC--MS workflow, proteins from each IEX fraction were separated by SDS-PAGE (4--12% Bis-Tris, 1.0 mm, Invitrogen), 269 bands were cut out and proteins were digested robotically with trypsin as described above. For the 2D LC--MS workflow, proteins were digested in solution according to the published protocol^[@ref23]^ and mixtures of proteolytic peptides were submitted to off-line fractionation by reversed phase HPLC at alkaline pH^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ utilizing a Zorbax Extend column (4.6 × 100 mm, Agilent) on a Michrom Paradigm MS4 HPLC system equipped with a LEAP Technologies PAL autosampler. Samples were desalted using Oasis cartridges (Waters) prior to injection onto the column. The analytical column was developed at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min using the following gradient: (i) 10 min isocratic at 6% B, (ii) linear increase from 6 to 38% B in 30 min, (iii) linear increase from 38 to 100% B in 6 min, (iv) isocratic at 100% B for 2 min, (v) re-equilibration at the initial conditions of 6% for 10 min, where solvent A was 0.1% ammonium hydroxide in water and solvent B was 0.1% ammonium hydroxide in 80% acetonitrile. Chromatography was monitored by UV absorption at 230 nm. Two-minute fractions were collected and then pooled to generate nine high pH samples per IEX fraction for further MS analysis. Solvents were removed by using vacuum centrifugation and peptide mixtures were reconstituted in 0.1% formic acid. Peptide mixtures derived from both the gel LC--MS and 2D LC--MS protocols were subjected to nanoLC--ESI--MS/MS analysis utilizing a LTQ XL mass spectrometer as described above. In total, 269 and 126 LC MS/MS analyses were performed for samples generated via the gel LC--MS and 2D LC--MS workflows, respectively.

Assignment of Outer Membrane Localization {#sec2.10}
-----------------------------------------

The list of 70 putative outer membrane-associated proteins (presented in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}) was culled from the larger list of 296 proteins identified in the outer membrane preparations (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), removing those indicated to be derived from other cellular compartments such as the inner membrane or cytoplasmic space with the assistance of annotations from databases such as MicrobesOnline (<http://www.microbesonline.org/>). Proteins for which no definitive annotation was available (e.g., "hypothetical protein" or "conserved hypothetical protein") but which were consistently detected across the outer membrane preparations and found to have biophysical characteristics consistent with, and in some cases significant sequence homologies to, known outer membrane structures were kept on the list.

###### *D. vulgaris* Outer Membrane-associated Proteins Identified and the Oligomeric States Observed

  Gene ID    annotation[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}               putative oligomeric state(s)
  ---------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
  DVU0062    RND efflux system, outer membrane protein, NodT family   Homotrimer, homotetramer
  DVU0064    Hypothetical protein                                     Homodimer
  DVU0100    TonB-dependent receptor                                  Monomer
  DVU0133    Hypothetical protein                                     Multimer
  DVU0147    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homopentamer
  DVU0243    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homodimer
  DVU0249    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homodimer
  DVU0255    Hypothetical protein                                     Multimer
  DVU0266    Hypothetical protein                                     Homodimer
  DVU0273    Conserved hypothetical protein                           Homotrimer
  DVU0371    Conserved hypothetical protein                           Monomer, homodimer
  DVU0397    Rare lipoprotein A, putative                             Homodimer, homotrimer
  DVU0609    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homodimer
  DVU0610    Conserved hypothetical protein                           Homotrimer
  DVU0761    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homotrimer
  DVU0766    Transporter, putative                                    Multimer
  DVU0797    Conserved hypothetical protein                           Homotrimer
  DVU0799    Conserved hypothetical protein                           Homotrimer
  DVU0851    Hypothetical protein                                     Monomer, heteromer with 0848, 0693
  DVU0896    Lipoprotein, NLP/P60 family                              Homotrimer
  DVU0954    Organic solvent tolerance protein, putative              Monomer
  DVU1008    Hypothetical protein                                     Homodimer
  DVU1012    Hemolysin-type calcium-binding repeat protein            Monomer
  DVU1013    Type I secretion outer membrane protein, TolC family     Homotrimer
  DVU1039    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homodimer, homotrimer
  DVU1045    Hypothetical protein                                     Homotrimer
  DVU1065    Peptidyl-prolyl cis--trans isomerase domain protein      Homodimer
  DVU1067    Membrane protein, Bmp family                             Homodimer, homotrimer
  DVU1195    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Multimer
  DVU1260    Outer membrane protein P1, putative                      Monomer, homodimer, homotrimer
  DVU1273    Bacterial type II/III secretion system protein           Homotrimer
  DVU1408    Hypothetical protein                                     Multimer
  DVU1422    OmpA family protein                                      Homodimer, homotrimer, homotetramer
  DVU1455    Conserved hypothetical protein                           Homodimer
  DVU1537    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Multimer
  DVU1548    Outer membrane protein, OmpP1/FadL/TodX family           Monomer, homohexamer
  DVU1581    Hypothetical protein                                     Multimer
  DVU1648    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homotetramer
  DVU1657    Hypothetical protein                                     Multimer
  DVU1758    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homotetramer
  DVU1837    Competence protein, putative                             Homodimer
  DVU1842    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homodimer, homopentamer
  DVU1887    Hypothetical protein                                     Monomer
  DVU1902    Conserved hypothetical protein                           Homodimer
  DVU1917    Periplasmic \[NiFeSe\] hydrogenase, small subunit        Heteromer with 1918
  DVU1918    Periplasmic \[NiFeSe\] hydrogenase, large subunit        Heteromer with 1917
  DVU1921    Periplasmic \[NiFe\] hydrogenase small subunit           Heteromer with 1922
  DVU1922    Periplasmic \[NiFe\] hydrogenase large subunit           Heteromer with 1921
  DVU1952    Hypothetical Protein                                     Homodimer, homotrimer
  DVU2070    TPR domain protein                                       Heteromer with 3104
  DVU2373    Outer membrane protein, OMP85 family                     Monomer, homodimer
  DVU2428    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Multimer
  DVU2496    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homotetramer, homooctamer
  DVU2497    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homooctamer
  DVU2523    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Multimer
  DVU2579    TPR domain protein                                       Homodimer
  DVU2614    Hypothetical protein                                     Multimer
  DVU2628    TPR domain protein                                       Homotrimer, homohexamer
  DVU2630    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homodimer, homotrimer
  DVU2815    Outer membrane efflux protein                            Homotetramer
  DVU3090    Outer membrane protein, OmpP1/FadL/TodX family           Monomer, homodimer
  DVU3097    Outer membrane efflux protein                            Homotrimer
  DVU3104    Peptidoglycan-associated lipoprotein, putative           Heteromer with 2070, multimer
  DVU3125    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homotetramer, multimer
  DVU3141    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homotetramer
  DVU3158    VacJ lipoprotein, putative                               Homodimer, homotetramer
  DVU3344    Hypothetical protein                                     Multimer
  DVU3352    Lipoprotein, putative                                    Homotrimer
  DVUA0117   Type III secretion lipoprotein                           Homodimer
  DVUA0147   Conserved hypothetical protein                           Homotetramer

Annotations listed as provided in MicrobesOnline ([www.microbesonline.com](www.microbesonline.com)).

Estimation of Homo-oligomeric State {#sec2.11}
-----------------------------------

For putative complexes that displayed only one constituent subunit in second dimension SDS-PAGE gels, assignment of a homo-oligomeric state was made by dividing the complex molecular weight estimated from native gel migration (adjusted for an average detergent-Coomassie blue dye micelle weight contribution of 20 kDa for complex weights greater than 160 kDa, 10 kDa for total weights in the range 100--160 kDa, and 5 kDa for total weights below 100 kDa) by the subunit molecular weight calculated from its amino acid sequence. In cases where the stoichiometry could not be discerned, due to a broad range in native molecular weights observed, complexes were defined only as multimeric.

Identification of Heteromeric Membrane Protein Complexes and Interactions {#sec2.12}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although in many cases complexes, both homo- and heteromeric, could be identified through direct inspection of second dimension SDS-PAGE gels, the identification of weaker interactions and reduction of false positives required detailed analysis of the data across multiple experiments. Statistical and machine learning methods were therefore applied to extract additional biologically significant signals from the data. We derived a number of scoring functions that were predictive of whether two proteins were in fact present in a single heteromeric protein complex. These functions were applied to each pair of proteins that were observed to be from the same region of a blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) gel and generated an array of scores. A machine-learning method trained on gold standard sets was used to integrate these scores and predict whether each pair of proteins were members of a true heteromeric complex. Details of this procedure are described below.

### Gold Standards {#sec2.12.1}

Computational analysis was performed using curated gold standard sets of interacting and noninteracting pairs of proteins. Because the majority of these pairs have not been previously experimentally validated for *D. vulgaris*, they should be considered an "imperfect" gold standard. The positive gold standard set of interacting proteins includes pairs of *D. vulgaris* proteins that interact in stable complexes previously identified using low throughput experiments, as well as pairs of *D. vulgaris* proteins that were mapped to *E. coli* proteins annotated as interacting either in EcoCyc version 12.0^[@ref26]^ or in a recent set of reciprocal tandem affinity purification (TAP) experiments in *E. coli*.^[@ref27]^ This data set was then curated to account for known differences between *E. coli* and *D. vulgaris* complexes (e.g., the degradosome complex is not present in *D. vulgaris* due to the truncation of a scaffold protein^[@ref28]^). We also excluded all interactions with ribosomal proteins, as this complex is atypical due to the RNA component as well as highly abundant, leading to many potential false positives. This resulted in an initial set of 12 pairs of proteins that were also observed in our data (i.e., comigrated in BN-PAGE gels). We supplemented this data set with an additional five pairs of proteins obtained by manual curation of a set of predicted protein complexes that were identified in a high throughput survey of *D. vulgaris* complexes (M. Biggin, unpublished data) that were also observed in our data; the complete set of pairs is listed in Supplementary Table 1 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The probability of observing these 17 pairs solely due to chance was calculated (i.e., we estimated how many pairs would overlap between the gold standard set and a randomly shuffled *D. vulgaris* data set). On the basis of 10 000 shuffles, the probability of sharing 17 or more protein pairs was only 0.0127, implying that the magnitude of overlap between the two data sets being due to chance was highly unlikely.

A negative gold standard set of noninteracting protein pairs was prepared by randomizing pairs of proteins from the positive gold standard set. We included all pairs of *D. vulgaris* proteins mapping to *E. coli* proteins that (a) were present in a heteromeric complex in EcoCyc, but not observed to interact with each other in either EcoCyc or TAP experiments (both reciprocal and nonreciprocal interactions^[@ref27]^), and (b) for which an interaction should have been possible to detect via TAP because both bait and prey were identified in other TAP pulldowns. We excluded pairs made between ribosomal proteins and other proteins, as well as pairs in which one partner was annotated as a protein chaperone or protease, since the latter functional categories are expected to form nonspecific complexes with a variety of partners. We observed a total of 146 pairs from our negative gold standards in the data set, which is what would be expected from randomly shuffled data (152 ± 37). In contrast to the gold positive set, we do not observe enrichment in gold negative interactions.

Our mapping of *E. coli* proteins to *D. vulgaris* proteins was done using bidirectional best BLAST searches.^[@ref29]^ All predicted protein sequences encoded by the *D. vulgaris* Hildenborough genome^[@ref15]^ were queried against a database of protein sequences encoded by the *E. coli* K-12 MG1655 genome^[@ref30]^ using BLASTP 2.2.9 with default options, and all *E. coli* proteins were queried against a database of *D. vulgaris* proteins using the same method. Pairs in which each protein was the most significant hit for a query from the other genome, and for which both E-values were at least as significant as 10^--4^, were mapped to each other. Even when limiting results to those of high significance, it cannot be stated with certainty that the predicted interactions between these pairs of putative homologues will be conserved; however, many of these pairs are components of well-studied complexes that have been observed in multiple species (Supplementary Table 1, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) in addition to *E. coli*.

### Scoring Functions {#sec2.12.2}

For each pair of proteins that was observed to comigrate in BN-PAGE, we calculated a variety of scores that we expected would help distinguish true members of a heteromeric protein complex from false positives. Each function is described below.

#### Ranking within SDS-PAGE Bands {#sec2.12.2.1}

In cases where multiple proteins were observed in a single SDS-PAGE band, we expected that the proteins in which more unique peptides were observed would be more likely to be true members of a complex. We therefore ranked all proteins observed in a single band in numerical order from most peptides observed to least. The rank of a protein within a native gel band is defined as the maximal rank among its SDS-PAGE band rankings, while the rank of a pair of proteins is defined as the minimal value of the two rankings. The final protein pair rank over all native bands where two proteins comigrated is defined as the maximal value among its BN-PAGE rankings. Specifically, the global rank of proteins *i* and *j* is defined as *Rank(i,j)*= (min((*r*~*n,s*~^*i*^),(*r*~*n*,*s*~^*i*^))), where *r*~*n*,*s*~^*i*^ is the rank of protein *i* in native band *n* and SDS band *s*.

#### Comigration of Two Proteins over All Experiments {#sec2.12.2.2}

This scoring function is defined as the number of times two proteins comigrated in a native band divided by the sum of individual appearances of the two proteins in all the native bands. This number is also referred to as Dice's coefficient. This feature helps to resolve the problem of "frequent fliers"---"sticky" proteins that tend to bind nonspecifically to many other proteins. For sticky proteins, this value is close to zero, while for proteins that form specific interactions the value is higher.

#### Probability for Two Proteins to Be Observed in a Native Band {#sec2.12.2.3}

Given the distribution of proteins in experiment *E* we approximate the probability that the observation of pair (*i,j*) in native band *n* is not due to chance: *p*(*i*, *n*, *E*)\* *p*(*j*, *n*, *E*), where *p*(*i*, *n*, *E*) = (1 -- \|*n*\|/\|*E*\|)^*i*^*E*^^, \|E\| is the number of proteins in *E*, \|*n*\| is number of proteins in band *n*, and *i*^*E*^ is the number of times *i* is observed in *E*. The final score for each pair of proteins (*i,j*), is the maximum value of *p*(*i*, *n*, *E*)\* *p*(*j*, *n*, *E*) over all native bands and experiments. This function aims to address a potential concern not captured by the previous feature. Detergents can differ significantly in their ability to solubilize the full spectrum of membrane proteins. Therefore, in experiments where certain proteins are solubilized to a higher degree or are rendered less stable in solution, the probability of biologically irrelevant protein comigration can increase, in turn, creating an opportunity for false-positive associations. Native gel bands that contained relatively large numbers of proteins also represented cases with a higher probability for producing false-positives. Therefore, proteins detected across many native gel bands were down-weighted, as well as all proteins in very populated bands.

#### Mismatch between a Protein's Molecular Weight and That Estimated for a Native Gel Band {#sec2.12.2.4}

Even though the previous function down-weights instances when many proteins are present in a native band, it still assigns a relatively high score to a protein that appears only once in an experiment. Therefore, in order to further down-weight highly populated bands we take into consideration the native gel band molecular weight estimate and compare it to the sum of estimated molecular weights of the potential subunits found in that band. This weighting function is depicted in Supplementary Figure 1 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). When the total calculated molecular weight exceeds the experimental value by more than 1.25-fold, the function value starts to drop following a Gaussian distribution.

We confirmed that each feature produced statistically significant different distributions when computed for all pairs of proteins in our gold standard positive and negative data sets. According to Mann--Whitney U test the *p*-values for the four scores are 0.00027, 0.0096, 0.0028, and 0.0003. Distributions of gold positive and negative values for these features are depicted in Supplementary Figures 2--5 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

### Classification of Protein Interactions {#sec2.12.3}

The scores described above were computed for every pair of comigrating proteins seen in a native gel band. Pairs that matched with those in the gold standard set were used to train the Random Forest classifier as implemented in the WEKA package.^[@ref31]^ The classifier was then used to compute a score between zero (not likely to interact) and one (likely to interact) for all comigrating pairs. To estimate the effectiveness of the classifier on our data set we performed a 10-fold cross-validation. Supplementary Figure 6 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) shows a plot of the true positive rate versus false positive rate. For example, we can identify 47% of positive interactions from the gold standard with just 1% of false positives. All scored pairs are reported in Supplementary Table 2 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the interaction network derived from the scored pair set drawn at a threshold of 0.6.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

To stably extract untagged inner and outer membrane protein complexes, retaining native structures while maximizing yield, we used a procedure in which bacterial membranes were sequentially solubilized (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Membranes were initially treated with a relatively mild detergent to extract proteins predominantly from the inner membrane. Residual membrane pellets were subsequently solubilized using a more aggressive detergent to extract proteins of the outer membrane. Following solubilization, proteins were chromatographically processed using ion exchange media. Chromatographically separated membrane protein complexes were subjected to blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) to further isolate putative complexes, and obtain estimates of their native molecular weight. In a final step, proteins were extracted from native gel lanes by a second dimension of SDS-PAGE revealing putative complex subunits and their molecular weights, and yielding samples suitable for in-gel digestion and MS analysis. In this manner, *D. vulgaris* membrane protein complexes of the outer membrane were identified and networks of heteromeric protein--protein interactions involving these and other proteins determined.

![Isolation of untagged membrane protein complexes. In the first step of the process, Gram-negative cell membranes are initially treated with a mild detergent to solubilize protein predominantly of the inner membrane. Residual membranes are treated with a second detergent to solubilize protein predominantly of the outer membrane. In step two, solubilized membrane proteins are separated by IEX. Elution peak fractions are subjected to BN-PAGE in the third stage of the process to further separate complexes. Lastly, in step four, lanes are cut from the native gels and placed along the top of a new gel to run a second dimension of SDS-PAGE. In this way, putative complexes are separated into their subunits for subsequent excision and identification by MS.](pr-2012-00548d_0001){#fig1}

Purification and Identification of Membrane Protein Complexes {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Isolation of endogenous *D. vulgaris* membrane protein complexes in quantities sufficient for subunit identification required substantial amounts of cell membranes. The typical yield of *D. vulgaris* cells per liter of cell culture is quite low in comparison to *E. coli,* for example, averaging less than 1 g. To maximize protein extraction, preserve native complexes and avoid the potential losses associated with protocols used to separate inner from outer membranes,^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ we elected to process whole *D. vulgaris* membranes directly using a two-step solubilization protocol with detergents matched to lipid bilayer type.^[@ref19]^ During the course of these studies we processed membranes derived from *D. vulgaris* cultures up to 50 L in volume, and typically obtained about 0.1 g of wet membrane per liter of cell culture. We did not observe any significant differences in complexes obtained based on whether membranes were used directly or the proteins were isolated from flash-frozen membranes. This was not entirely unexpected as membrane protein complexes obtain a significant degree of protection from destabilization while in the protective environment of the lipid bilayer.

In this process, cell membranes were first treated with a relatively mild detergent, either C~12~E~9~ or Triton X-100, effective in solubilizing proteins predominantly of the inner membrane. Unsolubilized membranes, enriched in proteins of the outer membrane, were separated from the solubilized material by ultracentrifugation. The residual membrane pellet, on average about two-thirds the weight of the starting pellet, was subsequently treated with a second, more aggressive, detergent---either octyl glucoside (OG) or octyl POE (OP). In both solubilization steps, detergent levels were adjusted so that a 1:1 (w/w) ratio of detergent-to-protein was applied; higher levels typically resulted in increased protein instability and ultimately lower yield of suitable proteins. Proteins solubilized from this residual membrane fraction were enriched with those of the outer membrane.

To achieve maximal separation of proteins within these samples a strong anion exchange resin was used for ion exchange chromatography (IEX). Typically, 10--50 mg of solubilized outer membrane proteins were loaded onto a column containing up to 10 mL of media. This was often more media than what would typically be used for processing similar amounts of protein from other sources. Additional resin was needed for *D. vulgaris* samples due to the competition between residual metals (from the culture media) and protein for binding to the column. Proteins were eluted from the column using a step gradient (in 50 mM NaCl increments, from 0 to 400 mM with a final step at 1 M) (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The largest elution peak of outer membrane proteins was consistently centered at around 350 mM NaCl. Use of elution increments finer than 50 mM NaCl did not improve the separation of proteins and generally resulted in significant protein overlap between elution peaks. The fractions of each IEX elution peak were of a sufficient protein concentration that they could be used directly for BN-PAGE without the need for a concentration step prior to sample loading. This offered a significant advantage in maintaining protein stability as even incremental changes in protein concentration can increase the probability of aggregation.

![Anion exchange chromatography of *D. vulgaris* membrane proteins. Outer membrane proteins solubilized and eluted in the detergent OG. Proteins were eluted from these columns using a NaCl step gradient (0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, and 1000 mM NaCl steps). The elution peaks associated with these values are indicated by the letters a--j, respectively.](pr-2012-00548d_0002){#fig2}

Samples of the IEX elution peaks were surveyed by molecular sieve chromatography to assess molecular size distributions that could provide information on potential problems such as detergent effectiveness. As anticipated, it was found that extraction efficiency and chromatographic separation of the membrane proteins of *D. vulgaris* were sensitive to the choice of solubilizing detergent. For example, for the same amount of starting cell membranes, we found the detergent OG to be, on average, more effective in solubilizing proteins of the outer membrane than OP (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, significant differences in the shape of the molecular sieve elution profiles reflecting dissimilarities in the average molecular weights and mobilities of the solubilized proteins were noted. Potential factors leading to these differences include the extent of protein solubilization and delipidation, and the physical and chemical properties of the detergents including micelle size. Based on these results we elected to use OG for the bulk of our experiments involving outer membrane solubilization.

![Detergent-based differences in *D. vulgaris* outer membrane protein isolation. (a) The continuous curve is a molecular sieve elution profile from an OG solubilized sample that eluted from an IEX column at 250 mM NaCl. The broken-line curve is from a similar experiment but where the membranes were solubilized in OP. (b) The continuous curve is again a molecular sieve elution profile from an OG solubilized sample that in this case eluted from an IEX column at 350 mM NaCl. The broken-line curve is from a similar experiment involving membranes solubilized in OP.](pr-2012-00548d_0003){#fig3}

As the level of outer membrane sample complexity in terms of the different types of constituent proteins is relatively low, about 1/10th that of the inner membrane samples, the application of molecular sieve chromatography to fractions of the IEX elution peaks prior to BN-PAGE did not notably improve separation of outer membrane samples. Molecular sieve chromatography was therefore not included as part of the regular processing of outer membrane preparations.

Outer membrane samples taken directly from IEX elution peak fractions were subjected to BN-PAGE to further separate candidate complexes, obtain native molecular weight estimates and prepare samples for a second dimension of SDS-PAGE. While the native gel process used here generally followed those previously described,^[@ref20],[@ref34],[@ref35]^ we found that band resolution and sensitivity could be improved by adjusting the Coomassie blue G-250 levels in the sample and cathode buffers to 0.5% and 0.02% respectively, and with the addition of 0.05% dodecyl maltoside to the cathode buffer (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Sample volumes were adjusted so as to obtain the maximum signal possible from low abundance proteins while minimizing gel overloading from the most abundant ones. Running the gels slowly at lower voltages appeared to be beneficial for preserving complexes as they migrated through the gels. Our best results were obtained running the gels overnight at 4 °C using a relatively low voltage (70 V).

![BN-PAGE of outer membrane proteins. Sample derived from a *D. vulgaris* culture grown to midlog phase under standard conditions. Lane 1 (from the left), molecular weight standards (669, 440, 232, 140, and 66 kDa); lane 3, protein from an IEX elution peak (250 mM NaCl) of OG solubilized membranes.](pr-2012-00548d_0004){#fig4}

Following BN-PAGE, SDS-PAGE of the putative membrane protein complexes sequestered in the native gels was performed. For these gels, lane strips (6.0 × 0.5 cm) were cut from the BN-PAGE gels using a tool especially prepared for this task and placed lengthwise along the top of single-well format SDS-PAGE gels. Laemmli sample buffer was added to the strips while situated in the wells avoiding excessive manipulation of the gels following treatment. Surveying wait times from 2 min to 1 h it was found that incubation with sample buffer for 20 min prior to running a gel was sufficient. Reliable transfer of protein from the native gel strips into the SDS-PAGE gels was accomplished without the need for applying an overlay of agarose around the gel strips due to the quality of the fit between a strip and the SDS-PAGE gel well. In this manner, second dimension SDS-PAGE gels were produced in high-throughput fashion. Gels for this study were prepared with samples isolated from a series of five *D. vulgaris* outer membrane preparations (Supplementary Figure 7, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

Images of the native sample and molecular weight standard lanes were combined with images of the corresponding SDS-PAGE gels to assist in spot processing (see for example, Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Protein spots were selected for MS analysis, given a control number, and assigned native complex and subunit molecular weight estimates. Spots appearing to originate from a common native gel band, as indicated by migration through the SDS-PAGE gel along the same trajectory, were classified as putative subunits of the same complex. When the spots of protein subunits from more than one complex were in close proximity, assignment of spots to other members of the same complex was aided by comparison of spot profile; spots emanating from the same complex often displayed similar shapes. To complete the characterization, this information was merged with the protein identifications obtained from MS of the processed spots.

![Second dimension SDS-PAGE of *D. vulgaris* outer-membrane proteins. The sample of outer membrane proteins used to prepare this gel came from an IEX peak eluting at 250 mM NaCl. Top of gel images---upper image, lane of the native gel molecular weight standards used (669, 440, 232, 140, and 66 kDa); lower image, native gel lane used to prepare the 2D gel. Left side, molecular weight standards (250, 150,100, 75, 50, 37, 25, 20, 15, and 10 kDa).](pr-2012-00548d_0005){#fig5}

Spots excised from the second dimension SDS-PAGE gels were subjected to in-gel digestion and analysis by liquid chromatography electrospray ionization tandem MS (LC--ESI--MS/MS) or liquid chromatography and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight MS (LC--MALDI TOF MS/MS). The results of the MS protein identifications are provided in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) that contain a complete set of the acquired MS data and a summary of the best results, respectively, for each of the 296 proteins that were identified by this workflow.

Proteins of the *D. vulgaris* Outer Membrane {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------

Processing and analysis of the *D. vulgaris* outer membrane sample sets yielded 296 protein identifications (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). This number represents not only the more abundant proteins of the outer membrane but the detection of, in general, lower levels of inner membrane and soluble proteins. The identification of these additional proteins was not surprising. Following the initial mild solubilization step to extract proteins of the inner membrane from the Gram-negative cell envelope, a small percentage of inner membrane proteins can remain with the nonsolubilized outer membrane. These residual inner membrane proteins therefore became part of the protein mixture obtained following solubilization of the outer membrane. Additionally, although cell membranes were washed prior to solubilization, small amounts of soluble proteins were retained with the membranes. Of the 296 proteins identified, 70 were designated as outer membrane-resident or associated. Assignment of these proteins as integral to the outer membrane or strongly associated with it was predominantly based on protein database annotations and the frequency of detection across the outer membrane preparations, with additional consideration given to biophysical properties and sequence analysis (such as the lack of predicted transmembrane helices and homology to known proteins of the outer membrane). Highly stable and abundant membrane protein complexes were identified by inspection of native and corresponding second dimension SDS-PAGE gels. Putative homomeric complexes were indicated by single, and heteromeric complexes by multiple, protein spots emanating from native gel bands of a molecular weight higher than those of the individual subunits. A majority of *D. vulgaris* outer membrane proteins identified (60) were detected as members of homomeric complexes with six proteins forming three heteromeric complexes. Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} contains a listing of these 70 proteins and the predominant oligomeric states observed for them.

The most prevalent category of proteins detected in these outer membrane preparations is the lipoproteins,^[@ref36],[@ref37]^ comprising over 35% of the proteins listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. The fraction of proteins with nondefinitive annotations (e.g., hypothetical and conserved hypothetical) is also relatively large, representing more than 30% of the outer membrane proteins identified here. It should be noted that although these results suggest that these proteins participate in the formation of membrane protein complexes, some (e.g., DVU0266, 0273, 0371, 0851, 1887, 1902 and 2070) are not predicted to have transmembrane helices, β barrel structures or lipid anchors, and instead may be membrane-associated through interactions with other proteins. A number of these proteins (DVU0266, 0273, 0371 and 0851) have been proposed to play roles in stress response processes.^[@ref38]^ Other proteins identified in these preparations that are not predicted to be integral membrane proteins (DVU2070, 2579 and 2628), contain tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) motifs known to foster the formation of heteromeric complexes in organisms ranging from bacteria to humans.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ It is important to stress that while relatively gentle biochemical methods were utilized for the outer membrane sample processing, certain peripheral--integral membrane protein interactions may have been disturbed through the isolation process particularly during BN-PAGE.

Coverage of the *D. vulgaris* Outer Membrane Proteome {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------

The degree to which the processing pipeline described here has covered the complete range of outer membrane proteins in *D. vulgaris* is difficult to accurately assess. Following a rule-of-thumb estimate that 2--3% of all Gram-negative bacteria protein coding genes are outer membrane associated,^[@ref41]^ approximately 85 outer membrane proteins would be expected for the *D. vulgaris* proteome. As we report detecting 70 putative outer membrane proteins, this metric would suggest that we have observed about 80% of the proteins anticipated. Annotations in the MicrobesOnline database^[@ref42]^ indicate at least 29 outer membrane proteins in *D. vulgaris*, and the PSORTdb^[@ref43]^ database of predictions of subcellular localizations annotates 32 *D. vulgaris* outer membrane proteins. Combining these annotations results in 44 distinct predicted outer membrane proteins, of which we observed 24 (55%). Using a shotgun MS approach, Brockman and colleagues identified over 2000 proteins of the *D. vulgaris* proteome^[@ref44]^ of which up to 68 may be affiliated with the outer membrane. Taken together, these findings would suggest that we have detected at least two-thirds of *D. vulgaris* outer membrane proteins; however the question remains as to whether the inability to detect certain membrane proteins is primarily due to losses incurred during the solubilization, chromatography and electrophoresis steps, naturally low abundance or a combination of these. In an effort to address this question, we performed a shotgun MS survey of proteins present in initial pipeline samples from each of the IEX elution peaks. This analysis utilized two parallel approaches: gel LC--MS, that is, a separation of proteins by SDS-PAGE followed by 1D LC--ESI--MS/MS of in-gel produced tryptic peptides, and 2D (high and low pH reversed phase) LC--ESI--MS/MS of peptides generated by in-solution digestion of proteins within each of the IEX elution peak samples. Of the 548 *D. vulgaris* proteins detected in these samples, 101 were identified as potential outer membrane proteins (Supplementary Table 5, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Based on this upper limit, the 70 identifications made following the processing of samples through the entire pipeline would represent about 69% coverage of detectable proteins. Of note, the great majority of outer membrane proteins detected in this proteomics survey, but not observed following complete pipeline processing, were identified on the basis of single peptides. The observations of Zhang et al.^[@ref44]^ suggest that more than two-thirds of the proteins in this undetected subset are of low abundance, advancing the idea that the predominant factor in not detecting a given outer membrane protein with this methodology is the level of protein abundance. Coomassie blue staining of proteins in the second dimension SDS-PAGE gels prepared for this study may have been insufficient to enable visual detection of low-abundance proteins during sample preparation. Interestingly, in a side-by-side comparison very few additional spots could be visualized by silver staining these gels and in some cases spots visible on the Coomassie stained gels were not visible in the silver-stained gels. Factors, independent of abundance, also likely to have affected detection and identification of outer membrane proteins are the number of different fragments produced for a given protein, their lengths and hydrophobicities.

Abundant Proteins of the Outer Membrane {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------

Among the outer membrane proteins identified, three of the most abundant ones are a TolC-like protein (DVU1013) and two currently annotated as "conserved hypothetical" (DVU0797, 0799). The occurrence of a highly abundant TolC-like protein in *D. vulgaris* was not unanticipated as this class of channel-forming protein, a homotrimer of subunits forming one central channel and establishing a conduit between the inner and outer membrane, is essential for efflux processes and is also highly abundant in *E. coli*.^[@ref45]^ Sequence analysis of the two unannotated protein sequences revealed significant sequence similarity with each other (60% identity over the full sequence length) and with an annotated bacterial porin (48% identity to Dde_1011 from *Desulfovibrio desulfuricans* G20). Porins are channel-forming proteins found in the outer membranes of Gram-negative bacteria. As homotrimeric assemblies of large β barrel subunits with each of the three subunits forming an independent channel, these complexes facilitate the entry and exit of a broad range of solutes.^[@ref46],[@ref47]^ Like the well-characterized bacterial porins of *E. coli*, both of these unannotated proteins are predicted to form homotrimers based on the 150--175 kDa native molecular weight estimate from observations of the complex in BN-PAGE, and the 50--52 kDa subunit molecular weight estimate obtained from SDS-PAGE. Taken together, these observations suggest that these two highly abundant *D. vulgaris* proteins are porins.

Homologues of *E. coli* Outer Membrane Proteins in *D. vulgaris* {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The *D. vulgaris* outer membrane proteins identified cover a broad range of functional categories. Under the category of general import systems, homologues of the *E. coli* FadL (specializing in the uptake of hydrophobic compounds;^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ DVU1260, 1548 and 3090) and TonB-dependent (sensing and uptake of specific solutes;^[@ref50]^ DVU0100) proteins have been detected, as well as a number of putative porins (general diffusion channels; DVU0799, 0797, and the lesser abundant DVU0273 and 0371). Proteins identified also include those proposed to be responsible for maintaining the structural integrity of the cell envelope such as the highly abundant OmpA family protein (DVU1422). Interestingly, this protein was observed here in dimeric, trimeric and tetrameric states. Even though annotated as an OmpA family protein, this protein does not contain the outer membrane β barrel domain for which OmpA of *E. coli* is known;^[@ref51]^ of the two major domains in each protein only the C-terminal periplasmic domain is shared. In DVU1422 the β barrel domain of *E. coli* OmpA has been replaced with a von Willebrand factor domain harboring a putative metal ion binding site. *E. coli* cross-linking studies found evidence of a dimer form of OmpA fostered through peptides of the C-terminal domain.^[@ref52]^ Together with the observation that expressed forms of the OmpA β barrel domain alone do not oligomerize, these results suggest that the periplasmic domain plays an important role in the formation of oligomers. Other proteins potentially important in the structural maintenance of the cell include two proteins (DVU3104, 2070) associating to form a complex corresponding to one from the *E. coli* Tol-Pal system.^[@ref53]^ Proteins from this system have been found to participate in the network of interactions coupling regions of the outer membrane to peptidoglycan. The putative function of the complex found here was not at first apparent given the current *D. vulgaris* annotations. While the peptidoglycan-associated lipoprotein (Pal) homologue, DVU3104, was often detected as a homo-oligomer in our outer membrane preparations, it was also seen in a heteromeric complex with the protein DVU2070, which is annotated as containing a TPR domain. Sequence analysis revealed that DVU2070 has significant sequence similarity (31% identity, BLAST E = 10^--18^) with the *E. coli* protein YbgF. Notably, although both components of this complex share significant similarity with their counterparts in *E. coli*, the genes encoding the proteins of the *D. vulgaris* complex come from different operons while YbgF is encoded along with the pal and tol genes in a single operon in *E. coli*. A range of membrane proteins associated with *D. vulgaris* efflux systems was also observed. As expected, the largest number of such proteins were found participating in type I secretion systems (channel-forming structures spanning the outer membrane and periplasmic space); these included TolC-like (DVU1013, 2815, and 3097) and NodT-like (DVU0062) components. A member of a predicted type II secretion system, secretin DVU1273, was found as well. Interestingly, a member of a putative type III secretion system (DVUA0117), whose expression is expected to be subject to stress-based modulation, was detected in late exponential phase cultures grown under standard conditions. Also observed in the general identifications (but not within the set of confidently predicted heteromeric interactions) were proteins putatively associated with the transport of molecules destined for the outer membrane. Two *D. vulgaris* proteins (DVU2373 and DVU1837), homologues of subunits BamA and BamD, respectively, of the *E. coli* Bam outer membrane protein assembly complex^[@ref54]^ were detected but not as part of a complex. As with the potential Tol-Pal complex subunit (2070), the annotation of the potential Bam-like complex component DVU1837 did not suggest this as a potential function, being described only as a competence protein. Its homology to BamD of *E. coli* (73% coverage, 27% identity, BLAST E = 2 × 10^--19^), however, suggests the possibility of a similar functional role in *D. vulgaris* although the nature of the interaction between the BamA and D-like proteins may be different from that in *E. coli*. With respect to another important transport system of *E. coli*, the Lpt lipopolysaccharide transport complex,^[@ref55],[@ref56]^ we did detect a homologue of the outer membrane based subunit LptD (DVU0954; currently annotated as an organic solvent tolerance protein); however, in contrast to the system in *E. coli*, no binding partners were observed. This is consistent with the observation that there is no apparent homologue of LptE (the outer membrane partner of LptD in the *E. coli* complex) in *D. vulgaris*.

Periplasmic Hydrogenases {#sec3.6}
------------------------

A particularly interesting finding in the group of identified proteins is the consistent observation of the periplasmic \[NiFeSe\] (DVU1917, 1918), and to a somewhat lesser extent the \[NiFe\] (DVU1921, 1922), hydrogenase complexes in these preparations. These heteromeric complexes aid both sulfate reduction and energy production by catalyzing the breakdown of molecular hydrogen into protons and electrons.^[@ref57]^ We found these two complexes to be strongly associated with the outer membrane preparations. The potential membrane association of these proteins was not unanticipated as the lipobox sequence of \[NiFeSe\] hydrogenase has been shown, and that of an \[NiFe\] hydrogenase isoform projected, to facilitate acylation of their N-terminal cysteines.^[@ref58]^ Attachment of such hydrophobic groups would make these proteins lipoproteins and enable them to peripherally associate with cell membranes. Absent from the list of proteins identified is the \[Fe\] hydrogenase, which was not detected in these preparations. This observation is in agreement with research that found the expression of these hydrogenases to be tightly coupled to the available carbon source and hydrogen levels.^[@ref59]^ As the cell cultures processed for the work presented here were grown under standard conditions on defined LS4D media with mineral supplements (including nickel, iron and selenium salts), sodium lactate as a carbon source and the maintenance of low hydrogen levels, the relatively strong presence of the \[NiFeSe\] and undetectable level of \[Fe\] hydrogenase is as expected.

Interaction Network Derived from *D. vulgaris* Outer Membrane Preparations {#sec3.7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the identification of additional and potentially weaker interactions, statistical and machine learning-based analysis of protein spots observed across multiple experiments was performed, as described in detail in the [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"} section. Our models were trained on gold standard sets based primarily on well-studied protein complexes from *E. coli*, and integrate a variety of features derived from our MS data and experimental metadata (e.g., sizing standards). We identified interacting pairs based on a conservative interpretation of our predictions: in order to minimize false positives, we used a cutoff that corresponded to a 53% false negative rate on our training set, meaning that we also expect to miss a significant number of true interactions in our *D. vulgaris* data. In addition, since the threshold chosen corresponded to a 1% false positive rate on our training data, a small subset of our predicted interactions are expected to result from biologically irrelevant products of the isolation process; several cases are discussed below.

Among all proteins identified in these preparations, we classified 104 of these as participating in heteromeric protein--protein interactions. This set of interactions is not limited to those proteins whose principle association is with the outer membrane and, as mentioned earlier, also includes proteins classified as periplasmic, extracellular, inner membrane and cytoplasmic. A significant number of the complexes identified in these preparations do not involve outer membrane proteins. The network of interactions among these proteins is depicted in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; a listing of these proteins with their functional annotations is provided in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. It should be noted that monomers and homomeric complexes, although detected in the outer membrane, are not included in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} unless they were also found to participate in heteromeric interactions. The relative confidence in these interactions is indicated by the width of the lines connecting the protein nodes; the wider the line, the more likely the interaction is to be correct. A subset of the clusters appearing in this interaction network will be discussed.

![Interaction network of proteins detected in *D. vulgaris* outer membrane preparations. In addition to proteins of the outer membrane, the network of interactions detected involves putative inner membrane, periplasmic, cytoplasmic, and even extracellular proteins. Each node represents an observed protein; the gene number for each protein is situated upon its corresponding node. The color of the node indicates the putative cellular location (see legend). The lines connecting the nodes vary in thickness according to the likelihood of their interactions. Thicker lines indicate a relatively greater likelihood of interaction between proteins. Proteins detected solely as monomers or homomeric oligomers without evidence of heteromeric protein--protein interactions, although identified in the outer membrane preparations, are not depicted here.](pr-2012-00548d_0006){#fig6}

###### *D. vulgaris* Proteins of the Interaction Network Shown in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}

  Gene ID   annotation[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                             Gene ID   annotation[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  DVU0045   flagellar biosynthesis protein, FliO, putative                                                                                         DVU1441   flaB1, flagellin
  DVU0053   sulfate permease, putative                                                                                                             DVU1453   fadD, long-chain-fatty-acid\--CoA ligase
  DVU0062   RND efflux system, outer membrane protein,NodT family                                                                                  DVU1455   conserved hypothetical protein
  DVU0105   glnQ, glutamine ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein                                                                                   DVU1537   lipoprotein, putative
  DVU0133   hypothetical protein                                                                                                                   DVU1582   hypothetical protein
  DVU0263   tmcA, Transmembrane complex, tetraheme cytochrome c3                                                                                   DVU1648   lipoprotein, putative
  DVU0264   tmcB, Transmembrane complex, ferredoxin, 2 \[4Fe-4S\]                                                                                  DVU1651   conserved hypothetical protein
  DVU0265   membrane protein, putative                                                                                                             DVU1657   hypothetical protein
  DVU0266   hypothetical protein                                                                                                                   DVU1676   secG, preprotein translocase, SecG subunit
  DVU0322   eno, enolase                                                                                                                           DVU1816   conserved hypothetical protein
  DVU0591   mcpD, methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein                                                                                              DVU1818   secF, protein-export membrane protein SecF
  DVU0625   nrfA, cytochrome c nitrite reductase, catalytic subunit NrfA, putative                                                                 DVU1819   secD, protein-export membrane protein SecD
  DVU0645   methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein                                                                                                    DVU1820   yajC, preprotein translocase, YajC subunit
  DVU0683   hflC protein, putative                                                                                                                 DVU1839   trx, thioredoxin
  DVU0684   hflK, hflK protein, putative                                                                                                           DVU1904   cheW-2, chemotaxis protein CheW
  DVU0693   narH, molybdopterin oxidoreductase, iron--sulfur cluster-binding subunit, putative (TIGR), containing cytochrome c heme-binding site   DVU1917   hysB, periplasmic \[NiFeSe\] hydrogenase, small subunit
  DVU0694   molybdopterin oxidoreductase, molybdopterin-binding subunit, putative                                                                  DVU1918   hysA, periplasmic \[NiFeSe\] hydrogenase, large subunit, selenocysteine-containing
  DVU0761   lipoprotein, putative                                                                                                                  DVU1921   hynB-1, periplasmic \[NiFe\] hydrogenase, small subunit, isozyme 1
  DVU0766   transporter, putative                                                                                                                  DVU1922   hynA-1, periplasmic \[NiFe\] hydrogenase, large subunit, isozyme 1
  DVU0774   atpC, ATP synthase, F1 epsilon subunit                                                                                                 DVU2052   dmt, glycosyl transferase, group 2 family protein
  DVU0775   atpD, ATP synthase, F1 beta subunit                                                                                                    DVU2064   fabK, oxidoreductase, 2-nitropropane dioxygenase family
  DVU0777   atpA, ATP synthase, F1 alpha subunit                                                                                                   DVU2070   TPR domain protein
  DVU0778   atpH, ATP synthase, F1 delta subunit                                                                                                   DVU2127   von Willebrand factor type A domain protein
  DVU0779   atpF2, ATP synthase F0, B subunit, putative                                                                                            DVU2286   hydrogenase, CooM subunit, putative
  DVU0780   atpF1, ATP synthase F0, B subunit, putative                                                                                            DVU2309   methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein, putative
  DVU0797   conserved hypothetical protein                                                                                                         DVU2317   methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein, putative
  DVU0799   conserved hypothetical protein                                                                                                         DVU2405   alcohol dehydrogenase, iron-containing
  DVU0825   secA, preprotein translocase, SecA subunit                                                                                             DVU2420   conserved hypothetical protein
  DVU0848   QmoA, Quinone-interacting membrane-bound oxidoreductase                                                                                DVU2428   lipoprotein, putative
  DVU0849   QmoB, Quinone-interacting membrane-bound oxidoreductase                                                                                DVU2481   fdoH, formate dehydrogenase, beta subunit, putative
  DVU0851   hypothetical protein                                                                                                                   DVU2482   fdnG-2, formate dehydrogenase, alpha subunit, selenocysteine-containing
  DVU0896   lipoprotein, NLP/P60 family                                                                                                            DVU2496   lipoprotein, putative
  DVU0966   amino acid ABC transporter, periplasmic amino acid-binding protein                                                                     DVU2579   TPR domain protein
  DVU0995   ThiJ/PfpI family protein                                                                                                               DVU2752   rhodanese-like domain protein
  DVU1012   hemolysin-type calcium-binding repeat protein                                                                                          DVU2806   MotA/TolQ/ExbB proton channel family protein
  DVU1013   type I secretion outer membrane protein, TolC family                                                                                   DVU2815   outer membrane efflux protein
  DVU1030   universal stress protein family                                                                                                        DVU2928   rpoB, DNA-directed RNA polymerase, beta subunit
  DVU1039   lipoprotein, putative                                                                                                                  DVU2929   rpoC, DNA-directed RNA polymerase, beta prime subunit
  DVU1065   peptidyl-prolyl cis--trans isomerse domain protein                                                                                     DVU2945   conserved domain protein
  DVU1067   membrane protein, Bmp family                                                                                                           DVU3027   glcD, glycolate oxidase, subunit GlcD
  DVU1133   hypothetical protein                                                                                                                   DVU3035   methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein, putative
  DVU1183   HD domain protein                                                                                                                      DVU3069   conserved hypothetical protein TIGR00247
  DVU1260   outer membrane protein P1, putative                                                                                                    DVU3082   methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
  DVU1295   sat, sulfate adenylyltransferase                                                                                                       DVU3097   outer membrane efflux protein
  DVU1304   rplD, ribosomal protein L4                                                                                                             DVU3104   pal, peptidoglycan-associated lipoprotein, putative
  DVU1306   rplB, ribosomal protein L2                                                                                                             DVU3125   lipoprotein, putative
  DVU1329   rpoA, DNA-directed RNA polymerase, alpha subunit                                                                                       DVU3127   pqiB, paraquat-inducible protein B
  DVU1372   membrane protein, putative                                                                                                             DVU3150   rpsA, ribosomal protein S1
  DVU1408   hypothetical protein                                                                                                                   DVU3158   vacJhomolog, vacJ lipoprotein, putative
  DVU1418   hydH, sensory box histidine kinase                                                                                                     DVU3247   efflux transporter, RND family, MFP subunit
  DVU1422   OmpA family protein                                                                                                                    DVU3310   deaD, ATP-dependent RNA helicase, DEAD/DEAH family
                                                                                                                                                   DVU3352   lipoprotein, putative
                                                                                                                                                   DVU3355   ebs, SPFH domain/Band 7 family protein

Annotations listed as provided in MicrobesOnline ([www.microbesonline.com](www.microbesonline.com)).

Within this network of interactions, several heteromeric complexes of the *D. vulgaris* outer membrane, described in the previous sections, were identified as anticipated -- a Tol-Pal (DVU3104, 2070) complex (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A), and the \[NiFeSe\] (DVU1917, 1918) and \[NiFe\] (DVU1921, 1922) hydrogenases (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B and C, respectively); these are located in the upper left region of Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The Tol-Pal complex homologue, is found to interact with an OmpA family protein (DVU1422) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). The two hydrogenases are found in differing interaction patterns---the \[NiFeSe\] hydrogenase forms contacts with two TolC-like proteins (DVU0062, 1013) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E) and two putative porins as described earlier (DVU0797, 0799) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}M); the \[NiFe\] complex's sole observed interaction is via the putative inner membrane protein subunit of formate dehydrogenase (DVU2481). For the relatively abundant OmpA family (DVU1422) and P1 (DVU1260) outer membrane proteins, a few interactions with several outer membrane and periplasmic proteins (DVU1013, 2070, 1582) as well as between themselves were identified, albeit with lower confidence. Interestingly, the most abundant TolC family protein (DVU1013) displayed high-confidence interactions with two other outer membrane efflux proteins (DVU0062 and 3097) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E). To the right of these clusters in the figure is a network formed around a protein annotated as hypothetical (DVU0266) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}O). This putative periplasmic protein participates in high-confidence interactions with ferredoxin (DVU0264), a membrane-based comember of its predicted operon, enolase (DVU0322) an enzyme involved in carbohydrate degradation, and a ribosomal protein (DVU3150). Interaction of enolase with DVU0266 may be associated with the movement of this protein to the cell surface, while a functional purpose for the binding of a ribosomal protein to DVU0266 is not clear.

In the middle region of Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} are displayed interactions between the subunits of ATP synthase (DVU0774 - 0780) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}J) and a number of putative outer membrane proteins (such as DVU1648, 3125, and 1537) interacting with the Sec translocase components SecDFG (DVU1819, 1818 and 1676) and YajC (DVU1820) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}L). Given the relatively sparse annotation of these putative outer membrane proteins it is difficult to predict with confidence the purpose of these interactions. One possibility is that a number of them may be proteins in the process of transport via the Sec translocase. Others may be providing support to proteins in the process of transiting the periplasmic space for the outer membrane. Nearby, the two members of the HflKC complex (DVU0683, 0684), an inner membrane-based inhibitor of FtsH proteolytic activity in *E. coli*,^[@ref60]^ can be seen to be strongly linked (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}N). Although the HflKC complex observed here is homologous to that found in *E. coli*, we did not detect forms of HflKC participating in an extended complex with the zinc metalloprotease FtsH. Instead, we identified a strong interaction between complex subunit HflC and a protein proposed to be a member of the Band 7 family (DVU3355). All three members of this expanded complex share homology with this membrane protein family where the representative member, Band 7, is thought to regulate cation conductance. Also in this general region, two of the quinone-interacting membrane-bound oxidoreductase (Qmo) subunits (DVU0848, 0849) are found strongly linked (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} K). The Qmo complex is an essential component of the *D. Vulgaris* electron pathway for sulfate reduction.^[@ref61]^ Interacting with the Qmo complex through the QmoA subunit (DVU0848) is a protein annotated as hypothetical (DVU0851) that, like subunit A, is a protein without a predicted transmembrane domain. Based on gene deletion studies, DVU0851 was found to be nonessential for sulfate reduction.^[@ref61]^ Its deletion however was observed to delay the onset of activity somewhat, suggesting a role in Qmo optimization. Strongly coupled to this protein is the iron--sulfur cluster-binding subunit of molybdopterin oxidoreductase (DVU0693). Notably, a number of the proposed inner membrane subunits of these complexes were not detected in these preparations (e.g., QmoC, AtpF~0~ a, c and the Sec translocase transmembrane pore forming subunits SecE and SecY). Such an outcome was not unanticipated as the biochemical process employed in the present study was optimized specifically to maximize outer membrane protein extraction yield and maintain the stability of solubilized outer membrane protein complexes. As indicated earlier, inner membrane protein complexes are typically more sensitive to the choice of detergent and solubilization protocol; selection of an incompatible detergent can lead to complex destabilization, subunit denaturation and aggregation, and protein precipitation. An equivalent study on the inner membrane protein complexes of *D. vulgaris* will therefore be best approached selecting detergents and protocols optimized for this class of protein.

A number of relatively small networks can be seen in the lower portion of Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. One of the more interesting of these involves the interaction of protein translocase subunit SecA (DVU0825) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}F) with a hemolysin-type calcium-binding repeat protein (DVU1012), a 316 kDa extracellular protein likely observed in a stage of the secretion process. Surprisingly, this interaction cluster also involves two RNA polymerase subunits (DVU2928, 2929) and the M subunit of the inner membrane protein Coo hydrogenase (DVU2286), all binding to the hemolysin-type calcium-binding repeat protein; the nature of the interaction pattern however does not suggest that these interactions take place simultaneously. Other clusters of interest involve a peptidyl-prolyl cis--trans isomerase domain protein (DVU1065), a putative periplasm-based chaperone, interacting with flagellin (DVU1441) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}G). While not defining a specialized activity for this protein, association of a chaperone with flagellin may be indicative of a support role in flagellar assembly. The additional strongly predicted interactions in this cluster are made by sulfate adenyltransferase (DVU1295) to both flagellin and the peptidyl-prolyl cis--trans isomerase domain protein, an interaction for which a functional role is not readily apparent. An additional possibility is that this may be an example of a biologically irrelevant interaction produced through the isolation process, particularly given the large number of proteins originating from several cellular compartments and preparation through a generalized process. In a different cluster involving a putative outer membrane protein, a lipoprotein (DVU2496) is seen to interact with an uncharacterized protein (DVU1455) that in turn interacts with the tetraheme cytochrome c3 (DVU0263) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}H). An additional low-confidence interaction with the chemotaxis protein CheW (DVU1904) is suggested to take place between the cytochrome and lipoprotein. However, this could again be reflective of a nonbiological interaction as CheW is expected to reside in the cytoplasm. Lastly, an outer membrane efflux protein (DVU2815) is seen here interacting with a putative sulfate permease (DVU0053) (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}I). An inner membrane-anchored fusion protein, coupling transporters to efflux channels in type I secretion systems, was not detected in the complex possibly due to a low presence in the outer membrane preparations. This initial detection of interactions has likely identified components of an as of yet uncharacterized *D. vulgaris* sulfate transport complex that may play an important role in the function of this sulfate-reducing bacterium.

Conclusion {#sec4}
==========

The results of this outer membrane proteome study demonstrate that mild isolation and purification procedures can, even under high-throughput circumstances, produce a range of *D. vulgaris* membrane protein complexes suitable for identification and characterization. Not only do these results compare favorably to predictions and earlier studies pertaining to the *D. vulgaris* outer membrane proteome, but they also indicate significantly broader coverage of expected complexes in comparison to studies of the more thoroughly characterized *E. coli*. Based on the success of these efforts, work on the substantially larger arrays of proteins generated through the processing of *D. vulgaris* inner membrane preparations will begin. Processing of outer and inner membrane protein complexes can be repeated for cultures of *D. vulgaris* grown to stationary phase and biofilms, as well as in the presence of environmental stressors such as elevated nitrate levels. Through these efforts the data needed to characterize stress-induced changes, such as those pertaining to relative abundance and protein--protein interactions, can be assembled. These data, in turn, will facilitate the modeling of stress response pathways. The results presented here suggest that this processing pipeline should be an effective tool for the high-throughput isolation and identification of membrane protein complexes, supporting the global characterization of membrane proteins in a wide range of organisms.

Supplementary Methods, Figures 1--8 and Tables 1--5. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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MS

:   mass spectrometry

BN-PAGE

:   blue-native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

OG

:   octyl glucoside

OP

:   octyl POE

DDM

:   dodecyl maltoside

IEX

:   ion exchange chromatography

CMC

:   critical micelle concentration

TAP

:   tandem affinity purification.
